
Colin Burn coming to Beverly Hills
ACCA Gallery presents Treasure the Erotic by Colin Burn and Aaron McPolin
August 3rd – 31st, 2019 | V.I.P. PREMIER NIGHT Saturday August 3rd | 7PM – 10PM

Beverly Hills:  Known around the world as one of the most prestigious locations 
with art galleries like Gagosian and landmarks like Rodeo Drive! 
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No stranger to the exclusive, Beverly Hills will serve as the debut 
location of Treasure the Erotic, a unique and lavish exhibition by 
Australian jewelry artist Colin Burn. Described as a laud to pleasure, 
valuing the intimate and honoring the erotic, the exhibition features 
over forty limited edition contemporary artworks including the 
Pearl Royale, platinum and diamond set vibe valued at a cool $1.8 

million dollars and the world’s most opulent chess set hand-crafted 
in solid white gold, encrusted with flawless diamonds valued at $4 
million dollars. The exhibition is supported with limited edition 
contemporary photographic erotica by renown Australian artist 
Aaron McPolin.

The exhibition will also serve as the launch of the recently relocated 
ACCA Gallery. Originally conceived in Hollywood, ACCA Gallery 
comes to Beverly Hills bringing its vision of contemporary fine 
art and mission of providing creative experiences and educational 
initiatives covering the many facets of the art world for personal and 
financial advancement to the residents and visitors of Beverly Hills.

ACCA Gallery anchors on the second floor of the Global Business 
Centers building at 468 N. Camden Drive to create a market and 
exhibition space in Beverly Hills. While not necessarily a new 
placement for an exhibition space (think New York City’s Chelsea 
gallery neighborhood to Miami South Beach’s Art Week hotel 
fairs to Los Angeles’ eclectic exhibition spaces from movie studio 
lots and airplane hangars), ACCA Gallery will utilize the Global 
Business Center’s open common area spaces for its revolving 
contemporary program for all to enjoy, one floor at a time.
And by understanding ACCA Gallery’s positioning in the central 
region of Beverly Hills, known around the world as one of the 

most prestigious art galleries like Gagosian and landmarks like 
Rodeo Drive, plans for expanding its exhibition space footprint 
with regular public pop-up experiences to make contemporary 
art more accessible to the residents and visitors of Beverly Hills.

The V.I.P. Exhibit in Beverly Hills

Treasure the Erotic by Colin Burn and Aaron McPolin is a lavish 
month-long exhibition running August 3rd – 31st, 2019 with a 
V.I.P. premier night on Saturday, August 3rd, from 7pm – 10pm.

- ACCA GALLERY

Collection - Olisbos | Lucifer’s Limit by Colin Burn

Collection - Olisbos | Pearl Royale by Colin Burn

Collection - Treasure the Erotic | Willful Sin by Aaron McPolin


